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Multi armedBandits
wewantto optimizeourchoicemuchfaster
withoutmakingtoo manymistakes

K numberof arms conditions
r t number Of rounds samplesize

rat estimated reward forarm K atround f

Aim Identify j E91 k that hasoptimalreward
I identify j thatminimizesregret

4 Becausetheoptimal arm is unknown and the reward
ateachround is stochastic random weaccomplish
our aim by minimising expectedregret

Example Theclickthroughrateofan individual is
unknown When we test that person we
get a 1 it clicked or 0 if not according
to a Bernoulli distribution

When thinkingabout multi armed bandit algorithms we
need to decide howmuchexploration vs explotation at each
round
Note Not all unitsareplaced at oncelikein AIBtesting

ratherallocation is sequential



Greedyapproach
Example step4 Playmachine3
continuation 4 If win reward By 1.00 1004
fromslides If lose reward r34 21320.6667 66.667

weonlyplayedmachine
3 threetimes

Note Thereareseveralstrategies forinitialization
1 TRYeachone and calculate rewards
maybenot enough

2 Tryeach K times andcalculate rewards
Better than 1 for opt but createsmorerisks

3 set rewardsaccording topast info or prior

Fastandeasyto implement but we will most
often get stuck in a local optimal because no
exploration not testing losingmachines

can fix by adding a littleexploration

Anoteonanalysis A helpfulPlot is to look at win probabilities
or metric over iterations
Thiscan reveal trendsand whether two arms
have seemingly optimal metrics

Ggreedy will converge to the optimal bat is not themost efficient

SoftMax approach
At round t we haveestimatedprobabilitiesformetrics
convert these probabilities to softMax rewards
balance theoriginal Probabilities according to their
value relative to all other arms

Note These Softmaxrewardsaddto 1 andare Probabilities
SO inthealgorithm we pull arm K With its probability
rat at round t

In softMax explorationand explotation is fully guided
bythecalculated Sottmax Probs



Example Rankingproblems
Identify the best10arms in order of their
rewards
practice Best p recommendations on Netflix

for bingewatchers

Overall thereare K p recommendations that
we could make

So far three strategies

2 AIB testing overall k Strategies
Will work Pairwise tests can determine ordering
of metric

Ex timewatchingtherecommendation
Starsraiting afterwatching issue no response

t test on
Ho Mi 12 US Ha di 7rz
where Mj mean time spendwatchingrecommendation

for nee j
Disadvantages Computationally exhausting

timerequired to obtaindesiredsamplesize
AI Higherrisk for bad recommendations to

valuablebingwatchers
with AIB testingwe do notavoid
bad recommendationsduetoits
fully exploration strategy

2 g greedy approach
will it work Yes but it will take alongtimebecause
weonly explore 2nd pth bestwith Probability61k
Point Don't use for this problem



3 SoftMax approach
Will it work Yes

This is thebestchoice for avoiding
risk of bad recommendations

Explorin


